. A simple elliptic curve
a public key exchange and key agreement tool for many years. Due to large numbers involved in RSA, there is need for more efficient methods in implementation for public key cryptosystems. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is based on elliptic curves defined over a finite field. Elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC) were discovered by Victor Miller [1) and Neal Koblitz [2) in 1985. This paper comprises of five sections. Section I is introduction to ECC and its components. Section II describes advantages of ECC schemes and its comparison with RSA. Section III is about some of the applications of ECC. Section IV gives some embedded implementations of ECC. Section V contains ECC implementation on fixed point Digital Signal Processor (TMS320VC5416). ECC was implemented using general purpose microcontrollers and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) before this work. DSP is more powerful than microcontrollers and much economical than FPGA. So this implementation can be efficiently utilized in low-power applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strength of RSA [3] lies in integer factorization problem. That is when we are given a number n; we have to find its prime factors. It becomes quite complicated when dealing with large numbers. This is the strength of RSA and to an extent, is the disadvantage associated with it.
Elliptic curve is a curve that is a group. ECC utilizes this group for its functioning. Its strength is the problem involving elliptic curves; Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem (ECDLP). That is when an elliptic curve E and points P and Q on E are given, find 'x' when Q=xP.
A simple elliptic curve with points is shown in Figure 1 .
We want that the polynomial f(x) has no double roots to ensure that the curve is non-singular.
After a change of variables, the equation takes the simpler form (cubic):
Extra point e "at infinity" is added to the above equation so that E is really the set.
If we have two points PI(XbYI) and P 2(X2,Y2) on any elliptic curve and we want to find P 3(X3,Y3) such that P 3 = PI + P 2. This is known as Point Addition and it can be done as: 
E. Computational Efficiency
Implementing scalar multiplication in software and hardware is much more feasible than performing multiplications or exponentiations in them. As ECC makes use of scalar multiplications so it is much more computationally efficient than RSA and Diffie-Hellman (DH) public schemes.
So we can say without any doubt that ECC is the stronger and the faster (efficient) amongst the present techniques. For GF (p) the fmite fields used can be from the following defmed set: p E {112; 128; 160; 192; 224; 256; 384; 512; 1024} For GF (21\m) the finite fields used can be from the following defined set: m s {113; 131; 163; 193; 233; 239; 283; 409; 571} Many different curves can be chosen for the same field by different users. Many such curves and their domain parameters are defmed in Standards for Efficient Cryptography2 [5] .
D. Power Consumption
ECC requires less power for its functioning so it is more suitable for low power applications such as handheld and mobile devices. much stronger than other public key agreement and signature authentication methods.
III. APPLICATIONS OF ECC
Due to its small key sizes ECC is becoming a widely utilized and attractive public-key cryptosystem. Compared to cryptosystems such as RSA, DSA, and DH, ECC variations on these schemes offer equivalent security with smaller key sizes. This is illustrated in Table 2 . L is size of field, N is sub-field size.
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If we have a point PI(XI,YI) on any elliptic curve and we want to fmd P 2(X2,Y2) such that P 2 = 2P I. This is known as Point Doubling and it can be done as:
yl Let X = xl + xl ' then x2 = a +;{ +;{2 and y2 = (xl + x2);{ + x2 + yl ECC involves elliptic curves defmed over a fmite field. There are two types of fields of interest
• Prime fields GF(p)
• Binary fmite fields GF(2I\m) Points on the elliptic curve is written as P(x,y) where x and yare elements of GF(p).
The size of a set of elliptic curve domain parameters on a prime curve is defined as the number of bits in the binary representation of the field order; commonly denoted p. Size on a characteristric-2 curve is defmed as the number of bits in the binary representation of the field, commonly denoted asm.
B. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem (ECDLP)
ECDLP has following components:
• A well defined finite field GF(p) or GF(2I\m). An elliptic curve E defmed over any of these two defmed fmite fields • A point P, of higher order, present on elliptic curve E • A scalar multiple of P, let's say k, such that k.P=P+P+P+... +P (k times) So ECDLP involves scalar multiplication. Now when we have k and P then it is quite easier to fmd k.P. But when we have to fmd k for given P and k.P, the task is bit studious.
II. ADVANTAGES OF ECC
Some of the advantages that come with ECC systems are briefly explained here.
A. More Complex
In spite of multiplication or exponentiation in finite field, ECC uses scalar multiplication. Solving Q=k.P (utilized by ECC) is more difficult than solving factorization (used by RSA) and discrete logarithm (used by Diffie-Hellman (DH), EIGamal, Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)). So ECC is 
C. Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
A digital signature is a number dependent on some secret known only to the signer (the signer's private key), and additionally on the contents of the message being signed.
ECDSA is the elliptic curve analogue of the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). Key pair in ECDSA is generated the same way as of that in ECDH. ECDSA uses hashing of message and operations on points to generate signatures.
IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS
In this section some of the notable implementations of ECC on general purpose microcontrollers and FPGA are given. Public key cryptography involves large numbers and hence is considered to be slow. Most of the public-key cryptography is implemented on small devices in conjunction with special purpose cryptographic hardware. Accelerators for many crypto functions are used along with small processors.
However in [6] , authors implemented ECC without any special hardware. With the help of their new algorithm that reduces memory accesses, they achieved 160-bit ECC point multiplication on an Atmel ATmegal28 at 8 MHz at 0.81s. That is the best known time for such an operation without using specialized hardware.
Software and hardware co-design of ECC {GF (2 19 1 ) } was implemented in [7] using Dalton 8051 and special hardware. The hardware part consists of an elliptic curve acceleration unit (ECAU) and an interface with direct memory access (DMA) to enable fast data transfer between the ECAU and the external RAM (XRAM) attached to the 8051 microcontroller.
The ECAU allows to perform a full scalar multiplication over the field GF (2 19 1 ) in about 1I8 msec, assuming that the Dalton 8051 is clocked with 12 MHz, a scalar multiplication over the field GF (2 16 3 ) takes less than 100 msec. System block diagram for this configuration is shown in Figure 4 . 
A. Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) Key Exchange
ECDH operates by providing the two parties sharing a secret key with a public key, which in this case is a point P on elliptic curve E. Alice performs scalar multiplication using this point P and a scalar multiple a, which is secret key of Alice. a.P now becomes public key of Alice which she can share with the other party.
On the other end, Bob performs scalar multiplication using point P and a scalar multiple of his choice i.e. b, which is secret key of Bob. b.P becomes public key of Bob which he shares with Alice.
Alice performs scalar multiplication of public key of Alice (b.P) with her secret key a to get a.b.P. Bob also does the same with his secret key b and public key of Alice a.P to get the same a.b.P. This entity i.e. a.b.P is same for both the parties and is their shared key.
Public Knowledge: A group E( Fpl and a point Poforder n. 
B. Elliptic Curve Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (ECMQV) Key
Exchange and Verification ECMQV key exchange algorithm is used to generate a shared secret key from two elliptic curve key pairs owned by one entity and two elliptic curve public keys owned by another entity. Both entities have the analogous role in the algorithm. Each entity makes use of its key pairs and other entity's public keys to get its secret key. As the secret key obtained by each side by using this algorithm is the same, key exchange and verification is achieved by this process. 
B. Conversion to Jacobian Coordinates
Test vectors defmed in [15] are used. We take a point P on the chosen elliptic curve and represent P as P(x,y). First of all we define the components ofP (which are x and y) in Jacobian coordinate system. Here z is taken as 1.
C. Conversion of General Numbers into Montgomery Numbers
As ECC requires multiplying with large numbers so we use Montgomery multiplication for fulfill the purpose efficiently. This helps in ease of processes and computation s thus reducing time and resources required in completion ofECC.
Data points (x, y, z) are converted into Montgomery numbers.
D. Computation ofMontgomery Modular Multiplication
All the multiplications performed in the process are the Montgomery multiplications. They follow the following algorithm. 
E. Scalar Multiplication
In scalar multiplication we have a scalar multiple which we multiply with the point P. In ECC-160, this scalar multiple is a 160 bit number. This number acts as secret keys of different entities.
In ECC we perform point addition and point doubling based upon the value of the bits of k. The algorithm for scalar multiplication (or point multiplication) can be written as: As mentioned earlier there are two variants of the fmite fields which are defmed for ECC. One is prime finite field and the other is binary field. ECC makes use of both of these fields. It depends on our needs and choice. According to the requirements of security, power and other factors, we can chose from available sets of these fields. I have used prime field and chose 160-bits for my implementations. According to [13] , even if we follow Moore's law ECC-160 (or ECC160p) will remain completely secure ti1l2020! I used the efficient and reduced method mentioned in [14] for my execution ofECC-160 bit.
A. Components ofECC Implementation
The components required for executing the task are defmed here:
• A prime number p • A point P (with its components x and y) on a defmed elliptic curve • A scalar multiple k • Let 'b' be character base and it depends on the number of bits of processor. 
Output x (General number) (10)
After restoration we have achieved our goal of point multiplication in ECC-160.
H. Timings ofDifferent Operations in ECC
Time taken by different processes (approx.) during ECC-160 bit on 54xx DSP is given Table 4 . Along with time consumption ECC provides power consumption too. This makes it an ideal choice for portable, mobile and low power applications. It can be a very secure and useful replacement of already being used cryptosystems for key exchange, key agreement and mutual authentication (like RSA, EIGamal and their variants).
Its use can be further extended in smart cards and RFID applications because of less memory and low power requirements.
